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Project Flipbook will be creating, ‘Happy Thoughts’, a short experimental animation.

Synopsis
Happy Thoughts portrays the journey of a nine-year-old girl and her family coming to terms with a
past trauma. The child uses her vivid imagination as a means of escape while the parents adapt
more addictive habits. As home life grows more intense for the little girl, she withdraws deeper,
attempting to lose herself within this wishful world.

Target Audience
This film is likely to find an audience among young adults, aged 18-30yrs. In particular, it aims to
attract lovers of animation and new media arts. Acceptance within this community will provide a
strong support network for the film.
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Concept Art
Environments
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Concept Art
Environments
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Concept Art
Characters

Main Character - young girl
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Concept Art
Characters

Mother - before & after
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Concept Art
Characters

Father - before & after
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Script
FADE IN
1

INT. LIVING AREA. DUSK
A young girl is sitting on dull, stained carpet on the
floor of the living room. She is leaning against a
tattered old brown couch. Next to the couch is a broken
lamp. In front of the couch is a coffee table covered in
old, torn woman’s magazines and newspapers, bills marked
urgent, a smoking ashtray, dirty plates and stained coffee
cups. On the wall is two framed photographs of children in
school uniforms. One is the girl and the other is an
unknown boy that has the same colour hair as the girl.
The young girl is tightly hugging a ripped, dirty teddy
bear. She glances over at the photos and then stares out
the open front door at the vibrant, orange sky as the sun
sets. She is wearing a tattered pink dress and has messy
hair.
The sun is shining on the girls face as she stares outside
at the long shadows of the neighborhood houses.
CU young girl’s face looking intense. She gets up and
walks slowly towards the door, as she does this her bear
is swinging by her side and she accidentally knocks an
empty cup off the table. When she gets up skid marks on
the road outside are revealed.
A man with an unshaven face, shiny bald spot and a beer
gut (the girl’s father) walks up behind her stumbling. He
is wearing a white singlet and torn, baggy tracksuit
pants.
DAD
(mumbling and slurring)
Pick that up. What the fuck are
you doing. Do something
useful...(rest of what he says is
incoherent)
Father’s voice fades out and is replaced by a soft humming
sound. A woman (the mother) stumbles into the background
of the scene. She has a cigarette hanging out of her mouth
and a phone in the other. She is wearing an open, stained
dressing gown with a tight animal print slip underneath
and fluffy slippers. She has curlers in her hair but some
are messy and falling out. She is laughing hysterically
and pays no attention to the girl being yelled at. (still
incoherent and only a humming sound is heard)
Girl’s POV the father is furiously yelling and screaming
close to the girl’s face. As he yells his hands are wildly
swinging about.
FADE TO WHITE
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Script
2.
2

EXT. GRASSY PARK. MIDDAY
YOUNG GIRL (V.O.)
I wish I could just run away.
Sometimes I dream of a life where
I got a family that loves me.
Don’t want a beautiful house or
nothing, just a loving family
s’all. Sometimes for just moment
I think my dream will come true.
For that moment I’m happy.
Happiness don’t last long because
things ain’t never gonna change
round here.
The sound of chirping birds is heard. The sun is bright,
the grass is green and there is a small playground seen in
the distance. The young girl is wearing a yellow dress
with a bow at the back that is flowing as she runs into
the arms of her smiling father who is now cleanly shaven,
fitter looking and in tan dress pants and a white polo
shirt. Beside him is the mother dressed in a pink, flowery
summer dress. She hugs the two of them. They are all
laughing and smiling.

3

INT. LIVING AREA. DUSK
DAD
I said get me another drink? Are
you even listening you piece of
shit?
Girl’s POV, the father swigs his arm back and hits the
girl hard in the face. (slow motion, camera jolts) The
father turns his back towards her, walks away and slams a
door. The young girl blacks out.
FADE TO WHITE

4

DREAM SEQUENCE
YOUNG GIRL (V.O.)
I wish that one day I could...
FADE TO BLACK

5

INT. LIVING AREA. DUSK
Humming sound starts again. Young girl’s POV. Her vision
is blurry but you can just make out that she is on the
floor of her living room but the room is now empty. Her
hands come up to her face and as she brings them away you
can see blood on her hands. The door is seen opening just
a crack as her head falls back down to the ground as she
blacks out again and all we see now is the roof.
(CONTINUED)
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Script
CONTINUED:

3.
FADE TO BLACK

6

DREAM SEQUENCE
YOUNG GIRL (V.O.)
I wish that one day I could...
FADE TO BLACK

7

INT. LIVING AREA. NIGHT
Humming sound starts again. Young girl’s POV. Vision is
still blurry. The silhoette of the dad is now seen coming
back out. He is still in the far distance swaying about as
he yells.
DAD
Oi get up get me my drink...
Girl blacks out again.
FADE TO BLACK
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DREAM SEQUENCE
YOUNG GIRL (V.O.)
I wish that one day I could...
FADE TO BLACK

9

INT. LIVING AREA. NIGHT
Humming sound starts again. Young girl’s POV (camera is
shaking, vision blurry) father is close to girl’s face. He
is shaking her and has a stern look on his face. His mouth
is moving but what he is saying is inaudible. The mother
is behind the father also leaning over the young girl. She
has her hand on the father’s shoulder and looks concerned.
Young girl slowly comes to. She has blood dripping down
her face and she touches her face with her hands. Her mum
kneels down beside her with a look of stress on her face
as she drags hard on her cigarette and uses her dirty
dressing gown to roughly wipe some blood off her face. The
dad walks away and sits on the couch. He leans his elbows
on his knees and puts his face in the palms of his hands.
The mum looks at her and sighs relief, hugs her gently
then gets up and walks off.
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Script
4.
10

INT. CAR DRIVING OUTSIDE THEIR HOUSE (FLASH BACK)
DAD (V.O.)
(softly spoken in solemn
voice)
There are so many things I wish
you could do. I wish your life
was so much better. You deserve
better than us. I’m sorry I
really am. I wish that things
could go back to how they were...
Girl is sitting in passenger seat talking and laughing
with her dad who is driving. The girl laughs and she
points out her window at something and is gesturing for
her dad to look. He laughs with her and glances out her
window. As he looks away the car crashes into the brother
who was skateboarding on the street outside their house.
FADE TO BLACK
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INT. LIVING AREA. NIGHT
The dad looks over at the young girl but doesn’t get up.
His expression is blank.
Zoom in to a photo on the bookshelf. It is from the day at
the park. As camera zooms in the glass of the picture frame
casts lens flareonto
ontothe
thescreen.
screen.
FADE TO WHITE
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Storyboards
Due to the structure and storyline of ‘Happy Thoughts’, it was realised from early on that a conventional
storyboard would not be able to be utilsed for the entire film. To resolve the issue we split the film in
two. Half is the reality scenes and the other half is the dream scenes. The reality scenes have been
drawn as per usual, however the unconventional nature of the dreams ment they were harder to
storyboard. We have decided to number the dreams and organise them into a table format.
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Storyboards
Reality
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Storyboards
Reality
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Storyboards
Reality
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Storyboards
Reality

17

Storyboards
Reality

18

Storyboards
Reality

19

Storyboards
Reality

20

Storyboards
Reality

21

Storyboards
Reality

22

Storyboards
Reality

23

Storyboards
Reality

24

Storyboards
Reality

25

Storyboards
Reality

26

Storyboards
Reality

27

Storyboards
Reality

28

Storyboards
Reality

29

Storyboards
Reality

30

Storyboards
Reality

31

Storyboards
Reality

32

Storyboards
Dreams
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Animation Style &
Techniques
Our skilled team of artists each possess a stylistic vision that is unique to him or her. Each style
differs greatly from the next and this aspect will not only be reflected but exploited within the film. By
segregating the script into several key parts and assigning them to the individual artists with almost
complete creative control, we are ensuring that each artist is producing work of their highest possible
quality. The task of amalgamating such varied styles is a challenging endeavour, although we believe
this rare collaborative foundation will generate interest in the film.
Some techniques and technologies include:
Technologies
• AfterEffects
• Flash
• Illustrator
• Photoshop
Techniques
• Traditional stop animation
• Stop motion
• Motion comics
• Puppet animation
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Project Deliverables
This project has three main components:
1. The first is the actual animation. At this stage we are aiming for a 5-6 minute short film. The film
will be created by a collaboration of various artists.
2. We are also creating a website for the film. The website will house the animation once it is
completed, but prior to completion there will be trailer. The website will also include tutorials
created by the film’s animators. These tutorials will be accessible by anyone and will explain how
certain sections of the film were made.
Other parts of the website are a progress blog, behind the scenes photos and videos, crew profiles
(linking to portfolios), details about the project.
3. The last component for this project is the screening. As the project’s main outcome is only a short
movie, our current plan is to combine our launch with various other projects. The screening of
the film will benefit both the project and team members through exposure to the Townsville art
community as well as other locals.
It will be an invaluable chance to showcase our skills as artists and could hopefully lead to job
offers or opportunities to work on other collaborative projects.
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Marketing Campaign
In order to promote our film as well as ourselves we have various outlets that will be used to market
our project. The website will be the main tool used to generate interest in the film as it will be constantly
updated with the progress of the film, it will contain tutorials on how the film was made, as well as
profiles on each of our team members. This enables our target audience to easily access our film as
well as contact details on team members and learn how we made the film.
We will also be making use of printed media to promote the film, the website as well as the launch of
the film.
Other forms of communication we will use are word of mouth, local art publications, Twitter and a
Facebook page to update fans on the progress of the film as well as reminders to come to the launch
or go to the website.
The final launch of the finished film will be an invaluable marketing tool for promoting the work of our
team members. The public will be exposed to our film, which will hopefully mean the artists within our
team will gain recognition, which hopefully leads to future opportunities.
To make this film unique we will also be selling making hand made merchandise as well as concept art
at either a separate fundraising event or at the film screening.
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Website
The website will utilise a series of cutting edge web technologies to implement a dynamic, exciting
and informative experience. A custom content management system for the website will be
developed to allow the production team to maintain regular blog articles from the production
team, production team profiles and post tutorials describing the techniques used in the film. A
behind-the-scenes photo gallery will also feature on the site, with a review and feedback forum to
become available to users after the screening of the film. Using Asynchronous Javascript and XML
(AJAX) and HTML5 video, the website will harness brand new technologies to provide an dynamic,
interactive experience. The use of social media will feature heavily in the film’s marketing strategy,
acting as a gateway into the website where users can find out more about the film, and eventually
view the film.

Technical Information
Target User Minimum Requirements
Screen Resolution:		
Color Depth:			
Operating System:		
				
Rendering Engine:		
Browser:			
				
				

Selected Technologies
Server Operating System:		
Webserver:			
Database:			
Database Storage Engine:
Preprocessor:			
Serving technologies:		
Markup:			
Styling:				
Video Codecs:			

1024x768
32 Bit
Microsoft Windows NT 4.0+, MacOS X+, GNU/Linux , Unix, BSD and
other Unix variants.
Trident, Gecko, Webkit, KHTML, Presto
Mozilla based browsers (Firefox, Flock, Seamonkey, etc.), Google 		
Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer 7+, Opera 7+, Konqueror, Epiphany,
Galeon

Linux x86-64
Apache with WHM
MySQL
InnoDB
PHP
HTTP, HTTPS, XML, JSON/AJAX
W3C compliant HTML 5, XHTML 1.1
W3C compliant CSS2, CSS3
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
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Website
Flowchart

On the home page will be the film
synopsis and a trailer. The main
navigation is accessible from all pages.
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Website
Draft Layout
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Overview of Project Tasks
Week

Week
Starts

Animation

Website

1

25/7

Script draft

2

1/8

Initial character
design and
concept art

Flowchart

3

8/8

Script Finalised

4

15/8

Concept Art
+ Storyboards

Template for
pages
Colour,
typeface, look
and feel
development

5

6

22/8

29/8

Animation
Tests

Compile image
gallery

Content –
‘about project’
Screen design
(home page)
Content for
profiles
Screen design
(profile page &
process blog)

Marketing

Other

Design Team
Identity

Design Movie
Identity

Poster
Campaign 1
Coming Soon!
Design + Hang

Industry Pitch
+ Preproduction
documentation

Poster
Campaign 2
Coming Soon!
Design + Hang

Milestone

Begin making
storyboards
and concept art
‘web’ ready.

7

8

5/9

12/9

Compile image
gallery (cont.)
Animate
beginning
sequence &
first dream
sequence.
Complete
beginning
section & first
dream
sequence

Blog entries
Screen design
(tutorials &
photo gallery
page)

Confirm voice
over artist

Blog entries

Prototype test
Blog entries

Market stall/
merchandise –
Begin to make

Meet with
sound.

9
19/9

Sound tests
Complete
middle section
& second
dream
sequence

Deal with any
website issues
revealed from
prototype test

Poster
Campaign 3
Website
Launch!
Design + Hang

Milestone 2

Blog entries
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Lecture
Recess

10

11

26/9

3/10

10/10

12

17/10

13

24/10

Begin final
section and
third dream
sequence
Second
meeting with
sound.
Complete final
section and
third dream
sequence
Compile
scenes into
final movie
Record voiceover

Website to be
launched
Post first
tutorial
Blog entries
Blog entries

Poster
Campaign 4
Movie
Screening +
Website
Design + Hang

Post second
tutorial

Market stall/
merchandise –
Finish making

Milestone 3

Send media
release to local
publications

Milestone 4

Design and
make credits
Final edit of
film. Fix any
image or sound
problems

Blog entries

Film
Completed!!

Post third
tutorial

Blog entries

Blog entries
Poster
Campaign 4
Movie
Screening
Design + Hang

14

31/10

15

7/10

Design and
send out invites
Poster
Campaign 4
Movie
Screening
Design + Hang
HARDCORE!!
SCREENING

16

14/10

Post details of
the screening

Email
animation and
website link to
major blogs &
online journals
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IT Task Overview
Week
Starts

Week

CMS Development

1

25/7

2

1/8

3

8/8

Initial software evaluation
and documentation

4

15/8

Database planning and
implementation

5

22/8

Backend CMS
implementation + Database
integration

Website and Social
Media Setups & Golives

Facebook + Twitter setup

Marketing and
Publishing

Facebook + Twitter
marketing

Domain setup

Primary functionality testing
Frontend CMS
implementation
6

29/8

Youtube + Vimeo setup

7

5/9

Frontend design integration

8

12/9

Regression testing

9

Website placeholder GoLive

Primary website Go-Live
19/9

Youtube + Vimeo
marketing
Website blog publishiing

Lecture
Recess

26/9

Website to be launched

10

3/10

11

10/10

12

17/10

Regression testing

13

24/10

Frontend design integration

14

31/10

15

7/10

16

14/10

Website tutorial
publishing

Review system
implementation

SCREENING
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 29/08/10 – 04/09/10 (Week 6)
Scheduled Time
Monday 30/8
5pm – 7pm

7pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm – 8pm

8pm – late

5pm – late

Tuesday 31/8
5pm – 7pm

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

5pm – late

Friday 3/9
12:30pm – 3pm

3pm - 3:15pm

Task

Team Member

Location

Compile images for
library

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Tyler

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)
(Tyler O/S)

Break
Production meeting:
progress report +
weekly objectives.
(Skype with Tyler
and Tristan
Continue to compile
images for library

All
All

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)
(Tyler O/S)

Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Leah

Compile images for
library

Gareth, Tom, Tyler

Start to composite
beginning
sequence

Michael, Alisa

Break
Start to composite
1st dream
sequence

All
Gareth, Tom,

Continue to
composite
beginning
sequence
Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Michael, Alisa

Screening of
weekly work: add/
refine illustrations;
fine tune tweens
and transitions
Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week
Weekly debrief:
review project
progress, address
any issues

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Tyler

Materials/ Software

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Access to Skype

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Leah

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro
After Effects /
Photoshop /
Illustrator

Leah

Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom, Leah

None
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 12/09/10 – 18/09/10 (Week 8)
Scheduled Time
Monday 13/9
5pm – 7pm

Task

Team Member

Location

Materials/ Software

Production meeting:
Sound

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Rebecca

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

After Effects /
Soundtrack Pro

7pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm – 8pm

Break
Production meeting:
progress report +
weekly objectives.
(Skype with Tyler
and Tristan

All
All

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)
(Tyler O/S)

Access to Skype

8pm – late

Continue to compile
images for library

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Tyler

5pm – late

Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Leah

Start to composite
middle sequence

Michael, Alisa

Start to composite
2nd dream
sequence
Break
Composite middle
sequence

Gareth, Tom

Tuesday 14/9
5pm – 7pm

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

5pm – late

Friday 17/9
12:30pm – 3pm

3pm - 3:15pm

All
Michael, Alisa

Composite 2nd
dream sequence

Gareth, Tom

Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Leah

Screening of
weekly work:
Sound. Provide
feedback on initial
sound concepts.
Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week
Weekly debrief:
review project
progress, address
any issues

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Rebecca

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

After Effects /
Soundtrack Pro

Leah

Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom, Leah

None
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 19/09/10 – 25/09/10 (Week 9)
Scheduled Time
Monday 20/9
5pm – 7pm

7pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm – 8pm

8pm – late

5pm – late

Tuesday 21/9
5pm – 7pm

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

5pm – late

Friday 24/9
9am – 12pm

12pm – 12:15pm

Task

Team Member

Finish off middle
sequence

Michael, Alisa

Finish off 2nd
dream sequence

Gareth, Tom

Break
Production meeting:
progress report +
weekly objectives.
(Skype with Tyler
and Tristan
Test screening of
middle sequence
Test screening of
2nd dream
sequence
Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

All
All

Location

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)
(Tyler O/S)

Materials/ Software

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Access to Skype

Michael, Alisa

After Effects

Gareth, Tom

After Effects

Leah

Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro

Start to composite
final sequence

Michael, Alisa

Start to composite
3rd dream
sequence

Gareth, Tom

Break
Composite final
sequence

All
Michael, Alisa

Composite 3rd
Dream sequence

Gareth, Tom

Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Leah

Screening of
weekly work: add/
refine illustrations;
fine tune tweens
and transitions
Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week
Weekly debrief:
review project
progress, address
any issues

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Drawing Materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro
After Effects /
Photoshop /
Illustrator

Leah

Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom, Leah

None
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 26/09/10 – 02/10/10 (Lecture Recess)
* Leah away from 28/9 – 6/10 (Internship)
Scheduled Time
Monday 27/9
5pm – 7pm

7pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm – 8pm

8pm – late

5pm – late

Tuesday 28/9
5pm – 7pm

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

5pm – late

Friday 1/10
9am – 12pm

Task

Team Member

Finish off middle
sequence

Michael, Alisa

Finish off 2nd
dream sequence

Gareth, Tom

Break
Production meeting:
progress report +
weekly objectives.
(Skype with Tyler
and Tristan
Test screening of
middle sequence

All
All

Location

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Materials/ Software

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)
(Tyler O/S)

Access to Skype

Michael, Alisa

After Effects

Test screening of
2nd dream
sequence
Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Gareth, Tom

After Effects

Leah

Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro

Start to composite
final sequence

Michael, Alisa

Start to composite
3rd dream
sequence

Gareth, Tom

Break
Composite final
sequence

All
Michael, Alisa

Composite 3rd
Dream sequence

Gareth, Tom

Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Tom

Screening of
weekly work: add/
refine illustrations;
fine tune tweens
and transitions
Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom

Tom

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Drawing Materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/ Scanner
/ Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

After Effects /
Photoshop /
Illustrator

Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 05/09/10 – 11/09/10 (Week 7)
Scheduled Time
Monday 6/9
5pm – 7pm

7pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm – 8pm

8pm – late

5pm – late

Tuesday 7/9
5pm – 7pm

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

5pm – late

Friday 10/9
12:30pm – 3pm

3pm - 3:15pm

Task

Team Member

Location

Compile images for
library

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Tyler

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)
(Tyler O/S)

Break
Production meeting:
progress report +
weekly objectives.
(Skype with Tyler
and Tristan
Continue to compile
images for library

All
All

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)
(Tyler O/S)

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Tyler

Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Leah

Finish off beginning
sequence

Michael, Alisa

Finish off 1st dream
sequence

Gareth, Tom

Break
Beginning
sequence
completed

All
Michael, Alisa

1st dream
sequence
completed
Compile video,
photo and source
material for behindthe-scenes

Gareth, Tom

Screening of
weekly work: add/
refine illustrations;
fine tune tweens
and transitions
Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week
Weekly debrief:
review project
progress, address
any issues

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom

Materials/ Software

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Access to Skype

Drawing materials /
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro

Leah

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

After Effects /
Photoshop /
Illustrator

Leah

Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom, Leah

None
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 03/10/10 – 09/10/10 (Week 10)
* Leah away from 28/9 – 6/10 (Internship)

Scheduled Time

Task

Team Member

Location

Materials/
Software

Monday 4/10
5pm – 7pm

Last day to
finalise all scenes

Michael, Alisa,
Gareth, Tom,
Tyler

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

7pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm – 8pm

Break
Production
meeting: progress
report + weekly
objectives.
(Skype with Tyler
and Tristan

All
All

Home

8pm – late

Last day to
finalise all scenes

Michael, Alisa,
Gareth, Tom,
Tyler

Drawing materials
/
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects

5pm – late

Compile video,
photo and source
material for
behind-thescenes

Tom

Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro

5pm – 7pm

Compile entire
film

Michael, Alisa

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

Break
Compile entire
film
Compile video,
photo and source
material for
behind-thescenes

All
Michael, Alisa

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Drawing materials
/
Photoshop /
Illustrator / After
Effects
Access to Skype

(Tyler O/S)

Tuesday 5/10

5pm – late

Friday 8/10
12:30pm – 3pm

3pm – 3:15pm

Compile entire
film
Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week
Weekly debrief:
review project
progress, address
any issues

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Leah, Tristan

After Effects
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop / Final
Cut Pro

Tom

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom
Leah

After Effects

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

After Effects
Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop
None
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 10/10/10 – 16/10/10 (Week 11)

Scheduled Time

Monday 11/10
7:30pm – 8pm

8pm – late

Task

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

5pm – late

Friday 15/10
9am – 12pm

12pm – 12:15pm

Location

Production
meeting: progress
report + weekly
objectives. (Skype
with Tyler and
Tristan
Storyboard credits

All

Record voice over

Rebecca, Tom,
Michael, Actor
Leah

Sound Lab

Design elements
for credits

Alisa, Gareth

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Break
Design elements
for credits

All
Michael, Alisa

Home

Record voice over

Rebecca, Tom,
Michael, Actor

Sound Lab

Compile video,
photo and source
material for
behind-the-scenes
Tuesday 12/10
5pm – 7pm

Team Member

Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week
Weekly debrief:
review project
progress, address
any issues

Access to Skype

(Tyler O/S)

Alisa, Gareth

Drawing
materials /
Storyboard
template

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Compile video,
photo and source
material for
behind-the-scenes

Composite credits
Review voice over

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Materials/
Software

Alisa, Gareth
Rebecca, Tom,
Michael
Leah
Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Leah, Tristan

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

Recording
equipment
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop /
Final Cut Pro
Illustrator/
Photoshop/
After Effects
Illustrator/
Photoshop/
After Effects
Recording
equipment
Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop /
Final Cut Pro
After Effects
After Effects /
Soundtrack Pro
Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop
None
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Animation Production Schedule
Date: 17/10/10 – 23/10/10 (Week 12)

Scheduled Time

Task

Team Member

Location

Materials/
Software

Monday 30/8
5pm – 7pm

7pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm – 8pm

8pm – late

5pm – late

Final edit of film:
fix any image or
sound issues
Break
Production
meeting:
progress report
+ weekly
objectives.
(Skype with
Tyler and
Tristan
Final edit of film:
fix any image or
sound issues
Compile video,
photo and
source material
for behind-thescenes

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

All
All

Home
Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

After Effects

Access to Skype

(Tyler O/S)

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom

After Effects

Leah

Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop /
Final Cut Pro

Tuesday 31/8
5pm – 7pm

7pm – 8pm
8pm – late

5pm – late

Friday 3/9
12:30pm – 3pm

3pm - 3:15pm

Final edit of film:
fix any image or
sound issues
Break
Final edit of film:
fix any image or
sound issues
Compile video,
photo and
source material
for behind-thescenes
Production
meeting: Sound
Edit behind-thescenes material
from the week
Weekly debrief:
review project
progress,
address any
issues

Michael, Alisa,
Gareth, Tom

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

All
Michael, Alisa,
Gareth, Tom

Mac Lab (Multipurpose)

Home

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Leah, Tristan

After Effects

Camera (own) /
Sony HDV/
Scanner /
Photoshop /
Final Cut Pro

Leah

Alisa, Michael,
Gareth, Tom,
Rebecca
Leah

After Effects

Mac Lab (Digital
Media)

After Effects /
Soundtrack Pro
Final Cut Pro /
Photoshop
None
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Team Roles
All team members are involved in organising the launch of the film as well as finalising major
decisions for the project such as the script, look, feel and techniques for the film, design of
marketing campaign and the design of the website.

Alisa: team leader, animator, designer, co-art director, and screenwriter
Alisa’s main role in this project will include designing the identity for the project (team) as well as the
identity of the movie. This will include posters and other merchandise. Alisa will be partnered with
Michael in constructing the animation for the reality scenes. Alisa will also be overseeing the overall
art direction of the film and writing the script.

Tom: animator, co-art director, concept artist and screenwriter
Tom’s main role in Project Flipbook is animating and creating art works for the short film. Alongside
Gareth, Tom will be in charge of constructing the dream sequences in the film. He will also be
overseeing the overall art direction of the film as well as drawing concept art for the film.

Gareth: animator, co-art director and concept artist
Gareth’s main roles in Project Flipbook are drawing and designing character concept art, as well
being responsible for constructing the dream sequences. He will also be co-art directing.
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Team Roles
Michael: animator, co-art director and concept artist
Michael is responsible for the construction of the reality scenes alongside Alisa. He is also designing
environments for the film, and co-art directing.

Leah: documenter, designer, website content and marketing
Leah’s main role is being the documenter of the film. This includes photographing and filming the
process of making the film. She will also be designing marketing material as well as helping develop
the tools used for marketing the film. She will also be organising and writing content for the website.

Tyler: web designer, designer, co-art director and animating
Tyler’s main role is designing the website. He will also be animating, creating artwork for the film, as
art directing and helping with other design tasks as well.

Tristan: web developer, marketing, blogging
Tristan is responsible for the IT aspects of the website. He will be working side by side with Tyler.
Tristan will be experimenting with innovative new web technologies for the website. Tristan will also
be helping contact publications for marketing purposes. He will also be regularly maintaining the
website.
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Team Contact Details
Team Member

Phone

Email

Alisa

0409 332 466

alisa.iwagishi@jcu.edu.au,
alisaiwagishi@gmail.com

Gareth

0423 548 228

gareth.wild1985@gmail.com

Tom

0448 259 875

tvkillsu@gmail.com

Michael

0416 628 189

michael.wheldon@gmail.com

Leah

0409 118 066

leah.freihaut@jcu.edu.au
leah.freihaut@gmail.com

Tristan

0437 231 991

tristan.davey@jcu.edu.au
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